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A.-Libros / Books (published and translated):


B.- Capítulos en obras colectivas / Chapters in collective works:


C.- Artículos en revistas / Articles in journals:


D.- Consejos de redacción y jurados / *Editorial boards and juries:*

2014-Present: Associate editor of the International Transactions in Operational Research (Wiley).


E.- Conferencias y seminarios científicos / *Scientific conferences and seminars:*

- International Symposium on Operational Research and Applications (ISORAP 2013), Marrakesh, Morocco, 8-10 May 2013 (Member of the Scientific Committee).
- 3rd International Conference of the Financial Engineering and Banking Society (FEBS), Paris, France, 6-8 June, 2013 (Chairman).
- 133rd EAAE Seminar, Mediterranean Agronomic Institute of Chania, Chania, 14-16 June 2013 (Member of the Scientific Committee).
- 2nd International Symposium and 24th National Conference on Operational Research, Athens, Greece 26-28 September 2013 (Member of the Scientific Committee).
- AMSE Chania 13, The Association for Modeling and Simulation in Entreprises, Chania, Greece 7-8 November 2013 (Chairman).
- 79th Meeting of the European Working Group on Multiple Criteria Decision Aiding, Athens, Greece 3-5 April 2014 (Session Chair).
- 18th Conference of the Greek Association of Regional Science, Hrakleion, Greece 8-9 May 2014 (Chairman).

G.- Actividades investigadoras / Research work:

1. Evaluation and Financing of small Business Firms.
2. Robustness Analysis in Multicriteria Methodology.

H.- Dirección de tesis doctorales / Conducting doctoral theses:

2. Bankruptcy Risk Evaluation.
3. Evaluation of European Banks and Bank Branches.

I.- Distinciones y honores / Awards and Honourable Distinctions:

- 2013: Honorary Distinction from Hellenic Open University.
- 2013: Honorary Distinction from the Municipality of Chania.
- 2013: MCDM Edgeworth-Pareto Award from the International Society of Multiple Criteria Decision Making.
- 2014: Academician of the Royal Academy of Doctors.
- 2014: Honorary distinction from the Greek Regional Association.